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A believer of the Religious Science movement, a spiritual, philosophical and
metaphysical religious movement within the New Thought movement, Joseph
Murphy was a doctor of psychology who wrote extensively about the power of the
subconscious mind. In an introduction to his most popular book on the subject,
"The Power of Your Subconscious Mind", he writes "I have endeavored to explain
the great fundamental truths of your mind in the simplest language possible. I
believe that it is perfectly possible to explain the basic, foundational, and
fundamental laws of life and of your mind in ordinary everyday language. You will
find that the language of this book is that used in your daily papers, current
periodicals, in your business offices, in your home, and in the daily workshop. I
urge you to study this book and apply the techniques outlined therein; and as you
do, I feel absolutely convinced that you will lay hold of a miracle-working power
that will lift you up from confusion, misery, melancholy, and failure, and guide you
to your true place, solve your difficulties, sever you from emotional and physical
bondage, and place you on the royal road to freedom, happiness, and peace of
mind. This miracle-working power of your subconscious mind can heal you of
your sickness; make you vital and strong again. In learning how to use your inner
powers, you will open the prison door of fear and enter into a life described by
Paul as the glorious liberty of the sons of God."
BOOKS BY DR. JOSEPH MURPHY The Amazing Laws of Cosmic Mind Power
The Cosmic Energizer: Miracle Power of the Universe The Cosmic Power Within
You Great Bible Truths for Human Problems The Healing Power of Love How to
Attract Money How to Pray with a Deck of Cards How to Use the Power of Prayer
How to Use Your Healing Power Infinite Power for Richer Living Living Without
Strain Magic of Faith Mental Poisons and Their Antidotes The Miracle of Mind
Dynamics Miracle Power for Infinite Riches Peace Within Yourself The Power Of
Your Subconscious Mind Pray Your Way Through It Prayer is the Answer
Psychic Perception: The Meaning of Extrasensory Power Quiet Moments with
God Secrets of the I Ching Songs of God Special Meditations for Health, Wealth,
Love, and Expression Stay Young Forever Supreme Mastery of Fear
Telepsychics: The Magic Power of Perfect Living Why Did This Happen to Me?
Within You is the Power Write Your Name in the Book of Life Your Infinite Power
to be Rich
One of three classic reissues by the mega-selling author of The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind to inaugurate TarcherPerigee's exciting new line, The Joseph
Murphy Library of Success! In this deeply practical and engaging guidebook,
Joseph Murphy takes you into different cultures and ancient teachings from
around the world to expose you to the unadorned truth of who you really are: a
physical temple of cosmic power that is waiting to be unleashed by exercises,
prayers, and techniques which have brought abundance and power to men and
women across the ages.
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DR. JOSEPH MURPHY, the author of The Power of Your Subconscious Mind,
wrote, taught, counseled, and lectured to thousands all over the world for nearly
50 years. Studying the world's major religions convinced him that some great
power lay behind them all. This collection of his works on Wealth and Spirituality
is a must read for anyone who wants to find that power. BELIEVE IN YOURSELF
In Believe in Yourself, Murphy shows how you can use the power of believing in
yourself to achieve your dreams. Illustrating his points with wonderful stories
about how inventors, writers, artists, and entrepreneurs have used this power to
reach the heights, he shows you how you, too, can achieve success. HOW TO
PROSPER Prosperity means to increase our capacity or ability in every direction,
so that we make use of the Power and ourselves. The human mind connects the
word prosper with money, but we do not get more money until we prosper
inwardly by increasing our knowledge of God, the way he works, and by
deepening our ability to express ourselves. MEDITATIONS & AFFIRMATION
You have the incredible potential to be, do, and receive whatever you desire,
imagine, and truly believe. Unfortunately, only a small number of people achieve
their full human potential, because they fail to recognize and harness the infinite
power of the subconscious mind--the divinity within them and around them. This
book will show you how to create your own new reality through desire,
imagination, and belief. THE HEALING POWER OF YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS
MIND Your thoughts and feelings create your destiny. Whatever your conscious
and subconscious minds agree upon will come to pass. Think of illness and you
will be ill. Think of happiness and you will be happy. You have the power to
control what goes into your mind. Instead of dwelling on depressing and lifesapping thoughts, feed your subconscious with life giving patterns and your
actions and reactions will match your thoughts. In this book, Dr. Murphy gives
you the tools to reprogram your mind to change the nature of your thoughts from
debilitating negativism to inspiring affirmation.
One of three classic reissues by the mega-selling author of The Power of Your
Subconscious Mind to inaugurate TarcherPerigee's exciting new line, The Joseph
Murphy Library of Success! In this practical guide, Joseph Murphy shows you a
simple way to harness the cosmic power hidden within to achieve physical,
spiritual, and career success. The secrets of this life-changing art are spelled out
simply and clearly, drawing upon both Eastern and Western cultures for special
techniques and prayers. You will discover how to tap into the power you already
possess to heal, make decisions, and attain your life-long goals.
Dr. Joseph Murphy's classic book The Power of Your Subconscious Mind was
first published in 1963 and became an immediate bestseller; it was acclaimed as
one of the best self-help guides ever written. Following the success of this work,
Dr. Murphy lectured to thousands of people around the world, and millions tuned
in to his daily radio program. In his lectures, he pointed out how real people have
radically improved their lives by applying specific aspects of his concepts.Now,
these lectures have been combined, edited, and updated in six books that bring
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Dr. Murphy's teachings into the 21st century and provide readers with his proven
tools on how to program their subconscious minds so that they can radically
improve their lives. This is Book 1 of the series. Within these pages, Dr. Murphy
reminds us that we all worry-mostly about things that will never happen. Worry
robs us of vitality, enthusiasm, and energy; and often causes ulcers, high blood
pressure, and other debilitating diseases. Dr. Murphy teaches us how to replace
fear and worry with harmony, peace, and love, and recommends prayers and
meditations that will cleanse the mind of irrational concerns and implant uplifting
ideas into the subconscious.
The Amazing Laws of Cosmic Mind Power The Cosmic Energizer: Miracle Power
of the Universe The Cosmic Power Within You Great Bible Truths for Human
Problems The Healing Power of Love How to Attract Money How to Pray with a
Deck of Cards How to Use the Power of Prayer How to Use Your Healing Power
Infinite Power for Richer Living Living Without Strain Love is Freedom Magic of
Faith Mental Poisons and Their Antidotes The Miracle of Mind Dynamics Miracle
Power for Infinite Riches Peace Within Yourself The Power Of Your
Subconscious Mind Pray Your Way Through It Prayer is the Answer Psychic
Perception: The Meaning of Extrasensory Power Quiet Moments with God
Secrets of the I Ching Songs of God Special Meditations for Health, Wealth,
Love, and Expression Stay Young Forever Supreme Mastery of Fear
Telepsychics: The Magic Power of Perfect Living Why Did This Happen to Me?
Within You is the Power Write Your Name in the Book of Life Your Infinite Power
to be Rich
Your Infinite Power to Be RichUse the Power of Your Subconscious Mind to
Obtain the Prosperity You DeservePenguin
Mit seinem Millionenbestseller Think and Grow Rich schuf Napoleon Hill einen
bahnbrechenden Wegweiser auf dem Weg zum Reichtum. Sein Grundsatz:
Jeder hat das Recht auf Reichtum. Reich zu sein beschränkt sich dabei nicht auf
enge Parameter wie Geld und Ruhm oder nur das Materielle. Sie verdienen es,
in jeder Hinsicht reich zu sein – persönlich, geistig und finanziell. Basierend auf
diesem Grundsatz entstand eine Vortragsreihe, mit der Napoleon Hill seine
Zuhörer in seine Erfolgsgeheimnisse einweihte. In Dein Grundrecht auf Reichtum
ist die Erfolgsphilosophie aus den wichtigsten und bedeutendsten Reden von
Napoleon Hill nun erstmals in schriftlicher Form zusammengefasst. Das Buch
hilft dabei, die 17 Prinzipien, die Napoleon Hill in Think and Grow Rich als die
wichtigsten Grundsätze für Wohlstand und Glück identifiziert hat, im eigenen
Leben zu implementieren und umzusetzen.
Dr Joseph Murphy was the author of The Power of your Subconscious Mind. In
Believe in Yourself Dr. Murphy shows you how the power of believing in yourself
will help you achieve your dreams. He illustrates his points with wonderful stories
about how inventors, writers, artists, and entrepreneurs have used this power to
reach the highest of heights. By the end of the book you will have the tools for
success. There are many men who quietly use the abstract term success, over
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and over many times a day until they reach a conviction that success is theirs. As
a man repeats the word success to himself with faith and conviction, his
subconscious mind will accept it as true of himself, and he will be under
subjective compulsion to succeed. - Joseph Murphy
Bringing The Best of Dr. Joseph Murphy Together in this Volume. "Your Infinite Power To Be
Rich & How To Attract Money." In "Your Infinite Power To Be Rich", As astonishing as it is true,
you no longer need you wish or dream about the things you've always wanted and deserved in
life. For as surely as a never-ending stream of air is sent for you to breathe...so may you enjoy
wealth, happiness, health, love--a life full of luxuries...beautiful country homes ...travel to far off
exotic places...expensive cars...rare and priceless works of art--all this and more, once you
learn the secret of projecting "mind rays." In "How To Attract Money," According to Dr. Joseph
Murphy your subconscious desires attract those very forces towards you. Hence, if you are
always thinking about your problems, it is likely that more problems will come your way.
Wanting money is a fundamental right of every human being. They want to live a decent life
which is possible only with money. To obtain this wealth, along with the positive actions of your
conscious mind, you have to train your subconscious as well. If you go to sleep thinking about
wealth, it will gradually permeate your subconscious and bring positive vibes your way which
will be followed by wealth. Says Dr. Murphy, "Wealth is a state of consciousness; it is a mind
conditioned to Divine supply forever flowing."
From the renowned bestselling author of The Power of Your Subconscious Mind, an
authorized collection of writings that unlock the secret to extraordinary success that lies within
each of us Millions of readers have embraced Joseph Murphy's writings, including the
phenomenal bestseller The Power of Your Subconscious Mind, a beloved classic that sits
alongside the works of Napoleon Hill, Dale Carnegie, and Norman Vincent Peale. This new
collection, authorized by the Joseph Murphy Trust, focuses on prosperity - and the simple yet
powerful ways we can focus our attention and beliefs to achieve life goals, obtain riches, and
live the life of our dreams. Whether you are a longtime reader of Murphy's insights or are
discovering his work for the first time, this powerful and deceptively simple volume will
illuminate the path to success. Comprised of original writings including some that have never
been published in book form, along with modern-day updates, examples, and insights for the
contemporary reader, the book goes beyond what we've already heard about the Law of
Attraction and the power of positive thinking to reveal the ability that each of us has to manifest
remarkable change in our lives.
The Power of Your Subconscious Mind will open a world of success, happiness, prosperity,
and peace for you. It is one of the most brilliant and beloved spiritual self-help works of all time
which can help you heal yourself, banish your fears, sleep better, enjoy better relationships
and just feel happier. The techniques are simple and results come quickly. You can improve
your relationships, your finances, your physical well-being. In this book, the author fuses his
spiritual wisdom and scientific research to bring to light how the sub-conscious mind can be a
major influence on our daily lives. Once you understand your subconscious mind, you can also
control or get rid of the various phobias that you may have in turn opening a brand new world
of positive energy.
Infinite Mind Power! is a powerful three-book collection of life-changing Condensed Classics
that unlock the key to your existence so you can discover your true potential.
As astonishing as it is true, you no longer need you wish or dream about the things you've
always wanted and deserved in life. For as surely as a never-ending stream of air is sent for
you to breathe...so may you enjoy wealth, happiness, health, love--a life full of
luxuries...beautiful country homes ...travel to far off exotic places...expensive cars...rare and
priceless works of art--all this and more, once you learn the secret of projecting "mind rays."
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Dr. Joseph Murphy gilt als Wegbereiter des positiven Denkens, seine Bücher haben
sich millionenfach verkauft. Sein vor 50 Jahren erschienener Weltbestseller Die Macht
Ihres Unterbewusstseins hat bis heute nichts an Aktualität verloren. Denn unser
Unterbewusstsein ist weitaus mächtiger, als wir annehmen – in ihm liegt der Schlüssel
zum Glück. Unsere eigenen Gedanken entscheiden über Erfolg oder Niederlage, und
nur wer in der Lage ist, sein Unterbewusstsein positiv zu beeinflussen, kann
Schwächen in Stärken umwandeln und Herausforderungen mit Zuversicht meistern.
Doubt and fear hold men in bondage of sickness and failure. Often times as you
attempt something new, doubt comes into your mind. The way to overcome is to
increase your faith and awareness of your deep, spiritual potencies. Opportunity always
knocks at your door. Dr. Murphy deals especially with mental and spiritual laws that
promote peace, health, and happiness. Every chapter of this book should aid the reader
in a greater understanding of the spiritual laws which govern us. As the sun in the
heavens redeems the earth from darkness and gloom, so will the realization of the
Presence of God in you reveal the man you always wished to be-the joyous, radiant,
peaceful, prosperous, and successful man whose intellect is illumined by the Light from
above. CONTENTS: 1. The Song of Triumph 2. The Practice of the Presence of God 3.
Realizing Your Desire 4. The Magic of Faith 5. Steps to Happiness 6. Harmonious
Human Relations 7. How to Control Your Emotions 8. Changing the Feeling of "I"
Dr. Joseph Murphy’s classic book The Power of Your Subconscious Mind was first
published in 1963 and became an immediate bestseller; it was acclaimed as one of the
best self-help guides ever written. Following the success of this work, Dr. Murphy
lectured to thousands of people around the world, and millions tuned in to his daily
radio program. In his lectures, he pointed out how real people have radically improved
their lives by applying specific aspects of his concepts. Now, these lectures have been
combined, edited, and updated in six books that bring Dr. Murphy’s teachings into the
21st century and provide readers with his proven tools on how to program their
subconscious minds so that they can radically improve their lives. In Book 5 of the
series, Dr. Murphy explains that Infinite Spirit is the presence of God within each human
being. You’re capable of deepening your spirituality and obtaining tranquility, beauty,
love, joy, and all of God’s blessings. He also describes how you can use prayer and
meditation to program your subconscious mind and channel Divine power to bring
peace and happiness into your life.
Happiness and success are goals we all strive for. But how do we achieve these goals,
and how do we protect ourselves if we fail? The answer lies within the power of the
mind. Dr. Joseph Murphy, one of the world's best—known authorities on the power of
the subconscious mind, shows readers not only how to unleash this power, but how to
harness it and effectively use it to change their lives. Fully updated to reflect the
sensibilities of the 21st century, this revised edition of a self—help classic is the key to
overcoming the psychological barriers that stand in the way of greater material,
spiritual, and emotional wealth.
This book reveals the astonishing miracle power that can release a flood-tide of
abundance into your life. Step-by-step, in crystal clear language, it explains exactly
what to do and how to do it to unlock what Dr. Murphy calls the "Treasure House of
Infinity"--and automatically reap a golden harvest of wealth, power, friendship, and
spiritual prosperity.
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BOOKS BY DR. JOSEPH MURPHY The Amazing Laws of Cosmic Mind Power
The Cosmic Energizer: Miracle Power of the Universe The Cosmic Power Within
You Great Bible Truths for Human Problems The Healing Power of Love How to
Attract Money How to Pray with a Deck of Cards How to Use the Power of Prayer
How to Use Your Healing Power Infinite Power for Richer Living Living Without
Strain Love is Freedom Magic of Faith Mental Poisons and Their Antidotes The
Miracle of Mind Dynamics Miracle Power for Infinite Riches Peace Within
Yourself The Power Of Your Subconscious Mind Pray Your Way Through It
Prayer is the Answer Psychic Perception: The Meaning of Extrasensory Power
Quiet Moments with God Secrets of the I Ching Songs of God Special
Meditations for Health, Wealth, Love, and Expression Stay Young Forever
Supreme Mastery of Fear Telepsychics: The Magic Power of Perfect Living Why
Did This Happen to Me? Within You is the Power Write Your Name in the Book of
Life Your Infinite Power to be Rich
Born on May 20, 1898, Joseph Murphy was an Irish born, American author and
New Thought minister. In his twenties, before being ordained a priest, an
experience with healing prayer led him to leave the Jesuits and move to the
United States, where he became a pharmacist in New York City. Here, he
attended the Church of the Healing Christ.
Dr. Joseph Murphy’s classic book The Power of Your Subconscious Mind was
first published in 1963 and became an immediate bestseller; it was acclaimed as
one of the best self-help guides ever written. Following the success of this work,
Dr. Murphy lectured to thousands of people around the world, and millions tuned
in to his daily radio program. In his lectures, he pointed out how real people have
radically improved their lives by applying specific aspects of his concepts. Now,
these lectures have been combined, edited, and updated in six books that bring
Dr. Murphy’s teachings into the 21st century and provide readers with his proven
tools on how to program their subconscious minds so that they can radically
improve their lives. This is Book 2 of the series. Within these pages, Dr. Murphy
shares his four-step master key to wealth to guide you to abundance and
continuing prosperity. By following this plan, a salesman quintupled his income, a
minister funded the rebuilding of a church for a previously impoverished
congregation, and many other success stories took place that will inspire and
amaze you!
The best-selling author shares his insights on how to tackle our most difficult
problems, from improving our love lives and our pocketbook to improving our
overall health and sense of well-being.
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